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TT No.100: Paul Roth - Tues 25th November 2008; VCD Athletic vs. Sporting 

Bengal Utd; Kent Premier League; Res: 9-0; Att: 45; Entry: £7 including 24-page 

programme; Weather: Bitterly cold but dry. 

A few weeks ago, I was in the Crayford Arms, enjoying a pink gin and a packet of 

'can't be faulted', en-route to Old Bexleians FC. Before the pub had opened, I'd had 

time to stroll along Crayford High Street and was struck by how many take-away 

food outlets there are here. Is it that the good folk of this North Kent town are not 

well versed in the art of cooking or are the majority just addicted to fast-food?  

The famous greyhound stadium and the locals' culinary restaurants 

notwithstanding, there's another very good reason for visiting Crayford; that being, 

VCD Athletic FC.  

I've visited Oakwood only once previously, for the 'Vickers' first ever home Kent 

League match, versus Erith Town, back in August 1997, which incidentally they 

won two goals to nil. The ground is unrecognisable to how it used to be; for 

starters, the pitch has been swung round through 90 degrees.  

Turn into the club's car park, off Old Road, and pass the well-appointed clubhouse 

and the turnstile block is to the left. On paying £7, which included my entry fee 

and a very smart, well produced, newsy colour programme, printed on glossy paper 

throughout, the initial impression of the stadium, as it now is, is most favourable. 

Upon entry, immediately to the left is the refreshment hatch and the walkway to 

the right leads to the committee/directors portacabin, which is set on an elevated 

bank which in turn offers a stupendous view over the entire arena. To the left is 

the Gary Rump stand, which has alternate green and white tip-up seating for about 

130 spectators. The eye then leads on around the stadium to the far-right hand 

corner, where the old pavilion and changing rooms area is just visible behind the 

wooden fence. The stadium's right flank has two covered standing areas and the 

whole is immaculately fenced and railed-off. Good quality floodlighting augments 

the already impressive facilities.  

Oakwood has already been signed off and is in accordance with league 

requirements by the FA as being eligible for promotion to the Ryman League, 

should the club finish in a promotion spot. The club's logo, a gold cannon on a 

green or white background, appears all around and liberally within the pages of 

the programme.  

Whilst taking a few photos, I was invited into the director’s room and met 

Chairman Gary Rump and some of his hard-working club members. Generously, he 

invited me back for a half time cuppa, which was gratefully received by your 

correspondent on this chilly evening.  

Carpe Diem, the club's motto, which roughly translates as 'seize/enjoy the 

moment/opportunity' best describes this Kent League match. Four up at half time 



and adding another five afterwards made this a pretty one-sided affair as 'Sporting 

Cannon Fodder', from Mile End, still remain pointless after thirteen matches. Dave 

Hasset had notched a hat-trick within the fifteen minutes of the kick-off and 

Richard Sinden hit one himself, scoring the last three goals to give a certain 

symmetry to the game. Tom Bradshaw and a brace from James Duckworth were 

neatly sandwiched in between. 

Let me just say this for the record; I greatly admired the Bengalis spirit and 

although it doesn't look like it on paper, they did actually contribute greatly to an 

entertaining evening's football. I was terrifically impressed by substitute Sinden 

coming over to the visiting 'keeper at full time, praising the lad for his excellent 

performance, under difficult circumstances.  

This attitude just about sums up the spirit of this progressive club. Smart, neat and 

tidy ground; warm, hospitable and generous people; excellent off-field facilities. 

Don't forget either, enough eateries in town that would make even Billy Bunter 

himself envious!  

FGIF Star rating...a mouth-watering 5*. 
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